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Goethe described an approach to Science a little

engagement as it allows for diverse learning profiles. In

different to that of his contemporaries, Newton and

the Secondary Physics classroom students work in small

Laplace. Whilst best known for his work as a poet and a

groups to create, carefully observe and collaboratively

playwright, Goethe is also recognised for his immersive

analyse experiments. Within the process we value each

phenomenological approach to science. When Steiner

student’s ability to contribute, each group allocating an

was asked to edit a new edition Goethe’s works, he was

engineer to lead the setup, an artist to create an

deeply moved by the interconnectedness of these

exemplary visual record, a journalist to keep a written

diverse works.

record and mathematician to lead analysis.

He was inspired by his writings on

Philosophy, Science, and the Arts. Much of this work
informed

Steiner’s

approach

to

education,

our

pedagogy.

Main Lessons bring together carefully sequenced
activities, initially setting the foundations that allow
understanding of a series of concepts to be built over

At Tarremah, the seeds for understanding Science are

several days. With the desire of creating an immersive

sown from the earliest years with walks in the Peter

experience, the Class 7 room, for example, is literally

Murrell Reserve and then Gardening in Class 1.

transformed into a workshop for Simple Mechanics,

Through the Primary School students develop a keen

with the temporary installation of large timber building

interest in science through immersive main lessons in

scaffold.

the life sciences, from human and animal to botany and
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then into the geology and mineralogy in Class 6. Later
that year the introduction to physical sciences builds on
this foundation through a phenomenological approach
which deeply engages the senses so that students can
discuss their experience and begin building a collective
understanding.
Under

this

phenomenological

approach

great

significance if given to careful observations. These
observations are recorded and considerable time is

Diary Dates
Friday 27 August
Wednesday 1 September
Thursday 9 September
Thursday 16 September
Friday 17 September
Wednesday 22 September
Friday 24 September
Monday 11 October
Tuesday 12 October

Lauren—Class 4

9:20am
Book Week Assembly
9:30am
School Tour
5:30pm for a 6:00pm Secondary School Music Concert
Indigenous Literacy Foundation Book Sale
TBC
Spring Festival
6:30pm
P&F Meeting
Last Day of Term 3
Student Free Day
First Day of Term 4

Amphitheatre
Hall
Amphitheatre

Class 10 Survey Camp on Maria Island
The Class 10 students spent a week on Maria Island
surveying and creating a map of the island
Students created small individual patches of the map
and by which were joined together at the end of the
week, to tell the story of their survey camp on Maria
Island.

The Snowy Day
Taking advantage of the recent wild weather, Class 8
ventured up to Mt Field for their winter camp. They
weren’t

disappointed,

finding

a

magical

winter

wonderland to explore.
The students geared up with waterproofs and thermal
layers and hiked up to Mt Mawson.
adventurous

time

sliding,

They had an

exploring,

throwing

snowballs, and brewing up hot chocolate on their
trangia stoves.
Special thanks to Alisha, Cheryl and Urs for their
invaluable knowledge,
boundless energy and
good humour.

Also

thanks to Sam who
rescued the day by
unsticking the stuck

Class 9 Mask Making

bus on our return to

Class 9 started making masks as a part of their Tragedy

school.

and Comedy main lesson.

Fingers

crossed

These masks will form the basis of Commedia Dell'arte

more

snow

mask work, which they will incorporate into group skits

winter!

following the conventions of a comedy!

Frank

for
next

News and Events

Ron Brooks School Visit

Indigenous Literacy Foundation Book Sale is
coming to Tarremah!

To help celebrate Book Week local illustrator and
author, Ron Brooks conducted four separate sessions
with students throughout the school. On Monday three

The Indigenous Literacy Foundation (ILF) aims to raise

groups

literacy levels and improve the lives and opportunities

Honeysuckle Room where Ron read from his books,

of Indigenous children living in remote and isolated

showed some original artwork, explained the book

regions. This is done by providing books and literacy

making and publishing process. Helping to ‘demystify’

resources to communities and raising broad community

what

of

Primary

writers

students

and

gathered

illustrators

in

the

do.

awareness of Indigenous literacy issues.
On Wednesday there was a more specific session for
On Thursday 16 September Tarremah will be hosting a

selected Secondary students to discuss illustration,

Book Sale that will take place in the Hall foyer. Classes

painting, printmaking, graphic design and more.

will come over one by one with their teacher. Books will
be either $1.00 or $2.00 and all money from the Book

Author and illustrator talks are a great way to engage

Sale will be donated to The ILF.

students in learning about the industry. They should be
stimulating and thought provoking, leaving students,

Students are encouraged to donate second-hand books

teachers and librarians with inspiration and insights into

(that are in good condition) for the Book Sale. These

books,

reading

and

writing.

can be dropped off at the Library from Monday 13
September. The more books donated the bigger the

We are lucky to have someone with this skill in our

Book Sale!

community that is willing to share their passion.

Abbey Vincent
Library Technician
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Children experiment with pulleys, levers and screw
mechanisms, undertaking practical tasks such as
moving heavy objects and crushing apples in a screw
press. The understandings developed through these
activities plant the seeds for future lessons including
Transfer of Energy in Class 8 and Classical Mechanics in
Class 10.
Similarly, resources such as fire, connect multiple
activities across various Main Lessons. In Class 7
Chemistry students use fire as a starting point for their
examination of the different properties of substances,
leading them toward the periodic table. Then in Class 8
the heat from a variety of fuels is used to begin
exploring the transfer of energy from one object to
another, before looking at its transfer from one type to
another.
By Class 10, these carefully sequenced and deeply
engaging experiences will have enabled students to
experience
concepts.

the
In

interconnectedness
Classical

of

Mechanics

various
students

demonstrate their deeper understanding of this as
they go from an experience of phenomena to
developing the formulas that predict it.

Initially

exploring acceleration, for example, students develop
an understanding of gravity and then its effect on
mass.

Then by examining the effect of slope on

acceleration

and

revisiting

their

previous

understanding, they learn how to use graphic data to
determine the components of the descriptive formula.
In this one activity students draw on their experience
from the Optics and Acoustics, Transfer of Energy, and
Telecommunication Main Lessons, synthesising their
understanding to apply it to this new situation.
These immersive phenomenological experiences give
students a powerful insight into their own ability to
explore and determine scientific concepts, emulating
numerous famous Scientists of the Classical Period.
We are so pleased this approach leads 3 in 4 students
to continue studying Science when they head to
College in Class 11 and increasing numbers into tertiary
studies.
Matt Bale
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